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INTRODUCTION

T HE BUCK HE A D COMMUNI T Y IS DY NA MIC A ND E V ERE VOLVING. ES TA BL ISHED IN 1838, AT T HE P RESEN T
IN T ERSEC T ION OF P E ACH T REE , RO SWEL L , A ND WES T
PACES F ERRY ROA D S , HENRY IRBY P URCHASED JUS T
OV ER 200 ACRES OF L A ND FOR $605, SHOR T LY
T HERE A F T ER HE OP ENED A L OCA L TAV ERN, SE T T ING
T HE COURSE FOR BUCK HE A D’ S F U T URE .
Today begins Buckhead’s next era of transition from a
predominately auto-dominated office district into a walkable urban
center. But, navigating such transitions are never easy and do not
happen by chance. Success requires a clear plan of action backed
by the collective voice of community. To begin the process, the
Planning Team set out to identify the community’s existing assets
and outline an approach for making Buckhead a better place.
To ease the transition, while building upon the district’s existing
assets and tying the community together as a unified whole, the
Planning Team recommends that area leaders focus future efforts
in two foundational areas: PLACEMAKING and CONNECTIVITY.
Placemaking inventories existing public spaces throughout the
district an seeks to identify opportunities to create new and
improved places for community interaction and recreation.
Connectivity assesses existing roads, transit, sidewalks, paths,
and trails to provide access into and out of the district, as well as
between destinations and neighborhoods. Enhancing Buckhead’s
sense of place, urban character, connectivity, access, and mobility
are critical to fulfilling the promise of BUCKHEAD REdeFINED.
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PLACEMAKING
CRE AT E US A BL E P UBL IC SPACES T HAT
COMP L E MEN T CURREN T RES OURCES ,
ENHA NCE T HE QUA L I T Y OF L IF E
FOR I T S CI T IZ ENS , A ND ENERGIZ E
BUCK HE A D T O BECOME A MORE
VIBR A N T P L ACE .

CONNECTIVITY
E X PA ND CONNEC T IVI T Y T O IMP ROV E
MULT IMODA L ACCES S IN, A ROUND,
A ND T HROUGHOU T BUCK HE A D T O
IMP ROV E T HE QUA L I T Y OF L IF E FOR
I T S CI T IZ ENS .
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PLACEMAKING
CRE AT IV E P L ACE M A K ING A NIM AT ES P UBL IC A ND P UBL ICLY ACCES SIBL E
SPACES , REIM AGINES S T RUC T URES A ND S T REE T S CA P ES , IMP ROV ES
L OCA L BUSINES S VIA BIL I T Y A ND P UBL IC S A F E T Y, A ND BRINGS
S TA K EHOL DERS T OGE T HER T O CRE AT E A DIS T INC T IV E SENSE OF P L ACE .

T Y P ES OF P L ACES
Public Spaces
•
•
•
•

Parks, open spaces, plazas
Streets and sidewalks
Trails
Transit stations

Publicly Accessible Spaces
•
•
•

Parking lots & decks
Buffers between developments
Private plazas & open spaces
adjacent to offices, residential,
retail and within office parks

CONSIDER AT IONS
BUCKHEAD REdeFINED recommends
expaning existing programs and
policies that encourage and foster a
unique sense of place.
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Photo courtesy: Erion Shehaj
Parks, Open Spaces, and Plazas
Goal: Create new parks and plazas, and open
spaces. Implement the Buckhead Collection
Greenspace Vision and update open space
requirements in zoning. This will lead to
the creation of sizable and usable public
spaces. Design and programing should be
considered with the design of each new or
improved public space to ensure it is active
and contributes to the public realm.

Photo courtesy: Visit Indy
Streets and Sidewalks
Goal: Create walkable streets. Streets
make up a large percentage of the public
space within any built environment. While
existing zoning requires sidewalks and
public frontages, retrofits to existing streets
will be necessary to ensure a continuous
public realm, and design considerations are
important in all areas to ensure successful
sidewalks. Sidewalks must be lined with
active street-oriented retail, restaurants, and
housing.

Photo courtesy: Jason Dozier
Trails
Goal: Provide off-street connectivity.
Multi-Use trails should be wide enough to
accommodate multiple modes of transport,
complete with outdoor seating, public
art, attractive landscaping, and facilities
to support cycling and pedestrian activity.
Particularly in Buckhead, trails should
provide a safe, low speed alternative for
pedestrians and bicyclists who may not
feel secure traveling Buckhead’s major
roadways.

Transit Stations
Goal: Make a great first and last impression.
Transit stations act as the community
gateway for many, particularly commuters.
It is important to make transit stations
feel safe, secure, and inviting for both
current and new riders. Existing MARTA
stations have significant under-utilized
spaces (plazas and parking) that could
accommodate infill retail, public art, special
events, and/or large scale redevelopment.

Publicly Accessible Space Opportunities
Goal: Activate existing underutilized spaces.
Semi-public and publicly-accessible
private spaces can be activated through
the addition of new facilities, such as
trails through landscape buffers between
buildings, seating within private plazas,
office building lobbies, or infill retail on
underutilized parking lots that front high
visibility corridors.
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PLACEMAKING IN BUCKHEAD
BUCK HE A D HAS E X P ERIENCED S UCCES S ENHA NCING T HE DIS T RIC T ’ S
VI TA L I T Y. CON T INUED EF FOR T S IN P L ACE M A K ING A ND CONNEC T IVI T Y
WIL L REF INE BUCK HE A D’ S F U T URE .
S UCCES SES & CHA L L ENGES
Since 2000, Buckhead has made
extraordinary progress in improving the
beauty and livability of its existing public
spaces. Perhaps the most visible, have
been the Peachtree streetscape, urban
design improvements around MARTA’s
Buckhead MARTA station, Marie Sims Park,
Loudermilk Park, and the impressive public/
private environment created by The Shops
at Buckhead Atlanta. Equally important,
however, have been incremental changes
– including PATH400 and other pedestrian
connections – that contribute greatly to an
inviting and interconnected public realm.
This in-progress framework of purposeful
civic spaces has the potential to break
down the chaotic “superblock” pattern
of Buckhead’s past into a more walkable,
pleasurable, and coherent place for people
to live, work, learn, and recreate.
Despite the accelerated rate of construction
following the Great Recession, opportunities
exist to build upon and embellish this
framework, and to add other signature
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public spaces to the district. The single most
consistent stakeholder survey response
regarding “what is needed” in Buckhead is
additional green spaces – for recreation,
dog parks, multi-use trails, and general civic
use (Chapter 2). Finding strategic places
where such spaces can be accomodated,
and how to fund and implement them in
the face of growth pressures and increasing
land costs, is an important consideration.
The most significant challenge to vitality
today in Buckhead is the lack of true public
spaces. Most of Buckhead is experienced as
a series of semi-public private spaces that
do not allow for community uses or social
interactions.
Setbacks
Special Public Interest Zoning adopted
in 2010 and 2012 requires buildout of
structures to sidewalks. Future efforts
should seek to establish a more consistent
facade line by building out the leftover
setbacks created as a result of prior
standards.

DRAFT

Photo courtesy: smoothgroover22
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Parking Lots and Decks
Central Buckhead is dominated by parking
lots, which serve an important function,
but are often bleak, uninviting places that
obscure the unique character of Buckhead.
Future efforts should build upon minimum
screening standards in zoning to provide
parking structures with a building-like
appearance, indistinguishable from
surrouding structures and activated at
ground level.

E MERGING T ECHNOL OGIES
Plazas
Many commercial properties have provided
semi-public plazas, including sculpture,
seating, and water features per area
zoning. However, many of these spaces are
infrequently used and isolated from adjacent
properties and the public realm. Future
efforts should seek identify these spaces
and redevelop them to better accomodate
public use.

Two of Buckhead’s most intractable
challenges - (1) how to accommodate
future growth within a street system with
severely limited connectivity, and (2) how
to make a fundamentally auto-oriented and
largely builtout environment more sidewalkoriented and walkable – will be dramatically
affected by rapid changes in the way
people move around. Services like Lyft and
Uber, while they haven’t proven to reduce
congestion, provide mobility choices, and

may reduce the need to expand parking
inventory. The extent of this impact is
impossible to predict, but autonomous
vehicles and related technologies may
impact road capacities and efficiencies, alter
existing curb lanes and service areas, and
reduce the need for ownership and storage
of private vehicles. This may translate into
a reduction in the amount of land area
dedicated to parking, freeing up possibilities
for re-purposing of such land as public
space or infill development. The promise
of such changes suggests that our vision
for the future should anticipate how they
could be most advantageous in meeting
Buckhead’s mobility and livability goals.

INF IL L OP P OR T UNI T IES
Looking at Buckhead’s current urban form,
few latent “infill” opportunities are readily
apparent. However, two possibilities that
merit attention include:
•
The strategic removal of parking spaces
from existing parking mega-structures,

Photo courtesy: Christian Hendricks

•

especially in the Buckhead Loop
subarea, could enable trail connections
to break down impenetrable
“superblocks”
In some locations, especially along the
Peachtree Road, deep building setbacks
were imposed on existing buildings.
Zoning changes permit construction
of low-rise buildings in these locations,
which can engage the sidewalk with
retail and restaurant space, those
corridors can be animated and enriched
with new pedestrian-oriented activity
(as exemplified by the addition of South
City Kitchen along Peachtree Road).

VISION P RINCIP L ES
Applying placemaking and connectivity
principles to guide future development
will redefine Buckhead to have greater
vitality, livability, and mobility. Principles and
strategies include public spaces, retail, art
and street activation, housing, streets, bike
and pedestrian networks, and transit, which
are detailed in Chapter 4.
BUCKHEAD REdeFINED
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CONNECTIVITY
CONNEC T IVI T Y IS T HE WAY T HAT P EOP L E NAVIG AT E
T HE NE T WORK OF ROA D S , SIDE WA L KS , PAT HS , A ND
T R AIL S T O GE T F ROM ONE P L ACE T O A NO T HER.
IMP ROVING CONNEC T IVI T Y A ND MOBIL I T Y BY E X PA NDING
T R A NSP OR TAT ION CHOICES A ND OP P OR T UNI T IES IS VI TA L
T O BUCK HE A D’ S ECONOMIC S UCCES S .
Buckhead displays indications of movement toward a series of
walkable centers based on new land and transportation investments,
community preferences, and growing local support among residents,
employers, employees, and elected leaders. Nonetheless, the
predominant transportation mode in Buckhead today is the automobile
limited to a few major roadways and the dominant land use types are
segregated and separated from one another (e.g. commercial, housing,
entertainment).
Buckhead’s transportation focus over the next decade should facilitate
travel to and within, not through, the district. Mobility enhancements
should focus on intersection improvements, including higher visibility
and safer pedestrian zones and crossings, sidewalk connectivity
enhancements within and between Buckhead destinations, providing
quality off-street trails that provide east-west connectivity, integration
with the district’s three MARTA transit stations. Regional transportation
improvements should include focus on interchange improvements
at GA400 and a partnership to foster regional bus connectivity to
Buckhead. In combination with the area’s placemaking priorities, local
transportation and connectivity improvements should seek to foster
the creation of pedestrian oriented subareas and amenities to support
active lifestyles with a greater ability to use alternate means to make
short-trips (walk, bicycle, transit versus automobile).
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IN TRANSITION
BUCK HE A D IS IN T R A NSI T ION, A N ONGOING
T R A NSFORM AT ION F ROM DRIVA BL E S UBURBA N
PAT T ERNS T O WA L K A BL E VIL L AGE CEN T ERS A ND
URBA NISM. M A N Y P O SI T IV E SIGNS A ND CHA NGES
A RE TA K ING P L ACE INCL UDING PAT H4 00, HIGHER
QUA L I T Y URBA N DE V EL OPMEN T, A ND L AS T
MIL E CONNEC T IVI T Y T O T HREE M A R TA T R A NSI T
S TAT IONS INCL UDING L INDBERGH (2 IN T HE CORE ,
3 IN “BUCK HE A D”.
Buckhead is one of a number of Southeastern employment
and retail centers that is in the midst of a transformation from a
traditional drivable development pattern to a more integrated,
urban development pattern at a walkable scale. The transformation
is difficult and not only requires a rethinking of infrastructure and
development types, but a collaboration of stakeholders including
long-term residents and tenants may resist to change. Ultimately,
this transition will lead to more sustainable development patterns,
higher values, greater walkability and health, and reduced local traffic
demand.
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Multimodal Network
Peachtree Road Corridor improvements,
along with the implementation of PATH400
and Buckhead Village Streetscapes have
started to fill the gap and meet the growing
demand for transportation options,
Providing safe and convenient routes for
both bicyclists and pedestrians to access
key destinations throughout the district.

CONNECTIVITY IN BUCKHEAD
WHIL E BUCK HE A D OF F ERS MOBIL I T Y OP T IONS , INCL UDING R AIL , A
CIRCUL AT OR SHU T T L E , HIGHWAY S A ND L OCA L ROU T ES , INEF F ICIENCIES
E X IS T. A LT ERNAT E MULT IMODA L ROU T ES T HAT E X PA ND BUCK HE A D’ S
NE T WORK A RE NEEDED.
S UCCES SES & CHA L L ENGES
The face of North Atlanta’s highway system
began to change with the opening of
GA400 in 1971 between I-285 and the
communities of North Fulton. Shortly
thereafter planning for the section between
I-85 and I-285 through the heart of
Buckhead made its debut. The Buckhead
community resisted and led a revolt against
the freeway proposal, fearing it would divide
their neighborhoods and destroy homes.
Despite community resistance, the GA400
extension opened in 1993. The project
took just over 3 years to construct and
nearly 18 years to pay off. The result was a
highway that physically divided Buckhead
and reduced community connectivity. In
addition to the roadway, the MARTA rail
system was extended within the highway
median and opened in June 1996. Known
as the Red Line, the MARTA extension
connected Lindberg Center to Perimeter
Mall. While GA400 serves as a regionally
significant connector, the highway
continues to divide Buckhead, creating
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segmentation between the eastern and
western sides of the core business district.
The diagrams on the adjacent page illustrate
the existing vehicular network and the
roadways that compose Buckhead’s primary
transportation routes. East/west routes
consist of Peachtree and Lenox Roads,
with Peachtree Road serving as Buckhead’s
main corridor. The north/southwest routes
are limited to Roswell and Piedmont Roads
west of GA400, and sections of Lenox and
Roxboro Roads to the east. While local
community members systematically utilize
alternate routes to avoid traffic along the
main corridors, alternate local roadways and
limited connections across GA400 limit the
ability to alleviate Buckhead’s peak traffic
volumes.
Corridors and Major Roadways
Recent efforts to enhance existing roadway
infrastructure and provide better level
of service for multimodal users along
Buckhead’s major roadways proved
successful. The original 2002 LCI Plan
sought to refine the Peachtree Road

DRAFT

Transit Stations
Buckhead transit, includes the Buckhead
and Lenox Transit Station. In addition, the
recent addition of a pedestrian bridge at the
Buckhead Transit Station provides a muchneeded connection across GA400. The new
bridge is open to all, including walkers and
bicyclists with or without a MARTA rail pass.

VISION P RINCIP L ES
Enhanced connectivity, in conjunction with
the previously mentioned placemaking
strategies, will redefine the way residents,
employees, and visitors move and interact
in Buckhead. The following pages define
the basic elements needed to overcome
Buckhead’s gaps in connectivity and
offers an overview of the various types
of improvements needed to advance
action. Strategies include improved GA400
interchanges and access ramps; upgrades to
major, minor, and local roadways, including
key intersections; continued expansion of
the district’s bike and pedestrian network;
and focused efforts to aesthetically improve
the MARTA transit stations to enhance
the customer experience and put more
Buckhead destinations within reach of
regional riders.

OP P OR T UNI T IES
Photo courtesy: BuckheadVI

corridor through a series of streetscape
and intersection upgrades that provided
a more walkable environment along one
of Buckhead’s signature streets, while also
improving vehicular infrastructure and the
ability to more efficiently move vehicles.

Future transportation improvements need
to bolster and enhance the existing network
of local connections, fund and expand
last-mile connectivity to local activity
centers with transportation services such
as “the buc” and other shuttle services, and
provide additional multi-modal amenities
throughout the district to link the existing
PATH400 and proposed multi-use trails.
MARTA transit stations should be renovated
to better relate aesthetically and physically
to the surrounding area, and provide more
convenient access for a greater variety of
regional users.
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